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Students are one of the most
common victims of stress.
Factors such as financial expenses,

members,

adjusting

to

the

new

environment, all trigger stress in students.
ACADEMIC:
Strict schedules, deadlines, low

over commitment, family expectations,
deadlines and workload all induce stress in

grades,

students. While a mild amount of stress is

responsibilities and poor time management

very useful and acts as a motivation for

all lead to a build-up of academic stress.

students, too much stress can interfere with

DAILY LIFE:

their daily lives.

challenging

classes,

exams,

This stress is associated with issues

When built over times, stress can

that are not related to academic or social

give rise to a host of serious problems such

life. These can include daily commute, part-

as depression and anxiety. Managing stress

time job, financial burdens, and so on.

in its early stages can help maximize the

It might not seem like it when

college experience and opportunities for

you’re feeling down, but living a more

students.

stress free

There are three kinds of common stress

some really easy ways to beat stress

triggers students.

effectively.

SOCIAL:
Social stress puts serious peer
pressure on students. Dealing with new
relationships, balancing academic life with

life is possible. There are

Celebrate your days with your
family and friends.
Here are some that I have followed as a
student.

social life, living with or without family
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Sleep (and sign off to social Medias):
Sleep is always the best medicine. As
a student we tend to spend too much time

music, doing something you enjoy can up
your mood and distract you from a stress.
Laugh:

on social media sites and answering emails,

They say laughter is the best

texts and phone calls. Sociability is fun but

medicine, and it’s really true. Laughing out

too much of it, and too much on mobile

loud increases oxygen and blood flow

time, can lead to more stress.

which automatically reduces stress. Not

Failing to switch off from work

taking life too seriously can help everyone

because of your electronic gadgets will

live a better and easier life. Make time for

only make you even more stressed.

yourself, log out of social Medias and take

Spend time with friends:

breaks. It’s about time that we students

A cup of coffee with family or

accept that we can achieve just as much in

friends is all you need to bring your stress

life without all the stress.

levels back to normal. Stress can also get

Try to see the positive side:

worse if a person feel lonely. By letting out

If you keep focusing on the negative

all your thoughts to someone you trust, you

aspects of a situation, you will be burdened

immediately feel a lot better.

by mental stress Instead, try to look at the

Do something that you love:

glass half full, and stay optimistic through

If you extremely stressed out, take

tough times. For example, instead of feeling

a break and do something you love.

upset over a bad grade, try to maintain a

Whether it is painting or listening to cheer

positive attitude and look at ways to
improve the next time.
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Rani was a young girl who lived

nearby hospital. Rani was admitted in the

with her mother, Mariammal (single

ICU and she was in a critical situation.

parent). Rani had a bad impression on

Doctor told Praveen that she had to

male gender because her own brother

undergo major surgery to get well. And

Praveen

Praveen needed 15 Lakh rupees for the

killed

her

father

and

was

sentenced to be in prison. Rani even

surgery.

refused to see her brother who returned

Meanwhile Praveen came to know about

from prison after his penalty. Praveen

his friend’s dad who was in need of a

attempted several times to communicate

kidney donor and he was also admitted in

with Rani but she ignored him by insulting

the same hospital. Praveen was ready to

him. One day while Praveen tried to meet

donate his kidney. He thought that it was

Rani she became enraged and bet him with

the only option to save his sister. He

broom he apologized and left that place

donated his kidney to that patient and in

with tears. After that incident Praveen

return his friend knew about Praveen's

didn’t want to pester his sister so he would

sister’s condition and paid her hospital fee.

look at her from a distance and move on.

Rani who recovered from her surgery

One day Praveen was shocked to see his

came

sister taking footboard in a bus which is

sacrifice. She then enquires herself why

overcrowded. He wanted to warn his sister

her brother killed her father. She wants to

so he followed the bus but unfortunately

know the reason so she initiated to have a

Rani slipped down from a moving bus and

conversation with Praveen. But her mother

got severe injuries on her head. Praveen

revealed the truth that, Rani’s father was a

took Rani in his arms and rushed to the

drunkard, who spent all his wages to drink.

to

know

about

her

brother’s
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One day he didn’t get money to drink and

he planned to
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One day he didn’t get money to drink and
he planned to sell his daughter (Rani) and
so Praveen begged him not to do so. In that
act Praveen pushed his father who hit on a
stone and died. She understood that
Praveen’s intention was good. Rani felt
bad for her actions and spoke with her
brother.
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One of the most exciting species is

build its nest up to 15 feet height above the

ants. We see ants in house, shops, rooms

earth. It takes many years for them to

etc.,. But we may not think about it. There

build. Each kind of ants has different kind

are many amazing talents for ants. To

of body buildings. They don’t have liver,

know that let's enter into the next

Instead they breathe with their skin. The

paragraph.

antenna in the heads of the ants help them

Till now many people don’t know to
say about ants if we ask them suddenly.

to find the taste of the food, to smell the
food, and even to find temperature.

But after reading this you may look at ants

They always live together. To live

with a WOW! Ants are ten thousand times

together, they use paramon Harmone

smaller than humans. The total number of

which is used to find their group. In the

ants in the world is more than the

entry of ants nest, there will be some

population of humans in the world. In this

solider ants. They check the other entering

world 1/3 ants lives in amazon forest. Ants

ants by

are the species which is living from the

guest has been sent inside if that belong to

time of dinosaurs which means they were

their group, Or else that guest become

living from before the arrival of human

lunch for that group. Like humans ants too

beings. They arrived to the earth before

bury the other ants after it dies. They use

200 million years ago. The ants which we

dead bodies for cultivation. Ants do

see now get its form 90 million years ago.

agriculture under the earth. Ants are the

There are nearly 10,000 to 12,000 kinds of

first creature to do cultivation. Ants do

ants in this world. Most of the ants build

communication through its jaws. Some

its nest under the earth. Some kinds of ants

kinds of ants do business also. They give

touching it and smelling it. The
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something to other colonies ants, And get
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something from that.
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Something to other colonies ants, and get

products. Normally ants live for 90 days,

something from that.

but according to the Prithaniya country
make

research, Black female ants can live for 15

themselves as a mother without the help of

years. Honey pots ants are the only one

male. This means they involve in self sex.

kind of ants that collect honey like bees.

They make themselves pregnant and lay

Ants have two stomach. One is for them

eggs. Ants are the strongest creature in the

and another is for saving the food for other

earth, because it can lift 50 times of its

ants in the nest.

Some

kinds

of

ants

These are the amazing facts about

weight. A group of ants are called as
colony. Some kinds of ants can swim in

ants

the water. They can even stay under water

withyou.We shall meet with amazing facts

for 24 hours. In North America fire ants

about some other species in my next

damage

article.

nearly

5

million

worth

of

which

I would

like

to

share
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On that day, my old school carried

Reason for the fight was, that guy

out a meeting of Alumni Association. I was

make some issues with girls. So that small

very happy to meet my old friends after a

boy beaten him. After that, I solved that

long time. In afternoon, I heard the strange

problem. I wanted to talk with that small

sound from the students. That was fighting

boy. Because he has a similar face with my

sound. A guy was beaten by the small boy.

close relatives. He has the impressive and

I was really shocked a lot. Because, the boy

charming face. I was waited eagerly to meet

who hit, is very small. But he has brave and

that small boy. I inquired about him again.

prudence. I enquired about that small boy to

I find his name. His name was, “Mathew”.

the students who surround that fight. I was

I felt like this name has already heard. I met

shocked again. Because that guy was very

him. I asked him that, “which is your native

innocent, they said. The student who beaten

place”. He replied that, “Chethupar”. Once

that boy was very bad. He has black marks

again, I shocked. Because that is my native

in his school.

also. I told him that, “I felt that, I saw you
before this meeting”. Before I finish my
words, he told that, “You are Beniot”. I
really shocked again because my name is
“Chris Beniot”
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